Sparco Brand
Wirebound Memo Book

3" x 5"
Narrow Ruled
50 Sheets

Manufactured for S.P. Richards Co., Atlanta, GA
1- $124/60 checks 778-90
C. $100/50
Check # 208
PJ 480-247210-770
1/60

Oregon road conditions
1-800-977-6368

Mary 383-7600

CA road conditions
1-800-427-7623

Dan Heller (541) 485-2360

Chloe:
Dan Delwayne (530) 898-5917
Pat Cobb?

D’Yree 779-5811
# 258

Er’Yaka: CB
Ron
Jim
Wed./2nd
5:30
UW library
Ch Xmas cards
UBA Stor: 2 Enarson
3 well calendars
4/1 calendar calendar
Mrs. Ann Fadiman
'Odyssesy, Fagles Translation?
Diser, Anne Truitt

Ballard books: some run of annuals?
Ballard - address stamp &
ile at box?
Camera Plunky: 3 towels socks
(2 @ 33"; 1 @ 24")
Spring run of
V dead head
(Mar. - 14 ap)
then return
(June - July)

$11,582

3970.63 Scudder '96
3657.07 Windsor
1392.38 Pipe div
2062.50 Interest

11,058.58
well (or an end near)
compacted area (@ SW
d-envelope)

want a more
(a R to Ryn)

in tidy (break into
with you)
(landscape contrasted

advice on plants)

ML. G RV in
Brig. Pte.

rushing w e t near Davies
duct tape

salmon to lie

Mike & Kate Sat 12/11 30/12

moon's path on water
  - distance
  - penslar of wave pattern
  - scum of old
  - wanderers' tangents
  - pools of 'it on water
Sat.
until room
boil from heat vent
thermostat - 1/2°C?

ships plentiful 40 Ato

Dec. 20 5-8
for a map
Eagles: heat register 9 1/2 x 15 1/2
lawn and
caulk?

Barthels: frost brush

S 202 SW 324 Pl
1st Way 98 023
(253) 601-2316

Dec. 20 5-8
10x a map

W drain - 18" deep
against foundation under patio
2/62 10 1/2 V 18
Sarah Norton
38" deep @ N. frame
of guest bed
3-4' narrow poem,
tiny garden hole
4' deep @ S. edge
of office window
W. drain - 18" deep
against foundation (under
patio)
Depth: 70 percent
comp 16" deep
call Bauer out jacket (Kelly)

backhoe route thru Dave's?

join Danny 632-1144
(wm 526-8886)
Starck:

Tell me about C.W. was run:
- backhoe acces doubtful: dig by hand? Roto-tiller?
- how run line under doors?
- avoid garden beds, septic, spigot
- SE corner swamp OK for draining trough?

Join Dandi 6-33-1141
Wm 5-20-8886
Kinky Walls-
sit 3 cards Sat.
ann 

failed to notice
continuing not to notice

A top, the sharply was
had both you, that
her solitary life ended
to a meadow. Simply

27am-5@Xela

The 00 on

experimentally was 6:00 at you

and,
947 Cindy

UBA Store
Fademan
2 x C per month?
Seemst plant enyc
tide table

Bum Hoop Song

27th-5@ Nelson

Luna, Be a Lady
The Married Bachelor

He went up to her and kissed her.
She's... she is @

change channel

just no go way
to say any of this
family set in
ever did in his throat.
Australian milk for Bing?

Did I want to go there and sort of breathing.

unforgettable wife
Some screen
check DayBen yr-end outlook
-Salamo div pd?

Travels in White Space

\[
\begin{align*}
125 & \\
7200 & \\
25000 & \\
875 & \\
900,000 & 
\end{align*}
\]
Shorts 36 (pockets @ Back)
-9 pm
sweat (white trim on top
9 pm
handkerchiefs (Bauer)
corduroy jacket
w/proof pants @ Bauer
Levis 36 x 30

As far as dim lighting goes, you can cut & stay dead.
$2,000 \text{ was} \left( \frac{\$5,000 \text{ 5 days}}{5,000 \text{ 11\"}} \right)

Honeywell Consumers
1-800-468-1582
Magic Stat
CT 3200A 1001 1 9324
97-4549
REV. 8A

Several work planned?
Glucose amine sulphate

A bothering child

Examine is a flag

Meant: examined clear on deck railing

Tues.

TIAA

sort closet
34
-11
23

Mar 19, 2001 8:30 AM

- Kansas, Detroit, New York, Los Angeles
- Manhattan, Broadway, Central Park
- win cruise

work in good (000, 00)
turn on tripod from Dave
622-6890

Serum am. 10:30 Fri

Therzide - non-invasive
asphalt emulsion - coating

9

160, 000, 000
Sat.
roll rug back
measure & make notes on
drain pipe & seaw, before
9 - asphalt on mulch @ Wildman's
- blacksmith hammer
- wire brush?
work on path
borrow drain pipe from Dave 7
(Samples took at Plum Tree)
Seven 7' fern corner wall
denite solids: 20" deep
- yr sprig at w'line 12' S.

Unfortunately, you have to attach every word.

'Earthquake zone we call family'
cable 5" deep 1/2" X .075

let pipe to fit,
2' W of rock

TV cable connections
- terminating taps
- connect-

27" monitor
- TV stand

25' cloth cable
2' x 18'

$ 86.95
call Kate's nurse for x-ray

connector cables with VCR & TV: price:

TV cable connector:
- crimping tool
- twist-on TV connector
- Meyer: 27" measures
  " " : TV stands
  " " : WSJ

25' white cable 2' x 18" $6.95
If you need it, you got it.

Prince (mtl)
(412) 486-3004

1919 1/2

Shopping about
0005
X.W. Walker, Coelot

Triax: class notes

Pella (new)

(425) 488-3004

1919 A 120 4th Ave NE
B'ham 78005

shipping closed

Feb. 2 - 15
24-Kaman
A-S
32c-3092
Alone
all of us in Snipes's Ark
Yea, nigh.
Arcadia
Stagnan - on wolves
add: seat of pants
eat/drink
creative sitting
"Social work"

Shelby's

Dick - 7/15
Peri's Tavern
Rob & Juliette Bell
Carolyn Lambthrater - Band Bulletin

Shady City: W.G. for Constable - Phimpton Widow Linn

Joe Farner - Supervisor of Simlaur

Dale German of LSC - regғ sғ Ck
Me and John open.
Copy to Jan in Bank.

Love Orchard

My most concern

Yea, we have no boundaries

...what all we can cut

that left window


/estoned 01/
$625 -
2550 -
581.25
71.25
512.50
4390 -

Mind is a drunken monkey
and only comes to
mind here.
sea trellis
bone meal
ammonium sulphate
10 primonos @ 49¢

God's next stunt
stay writing itself

- March 5-7
  - 32 - 4/9 55
  - 5167
  - 692 - 78 - 785
  - 7695

Life is performed solo

Performed solo, must become
My way of life to end to an end
al most like a performer solo
Came had advised himself
Trice Todd
695-4659
- 7687/mt

- March Stats
  988 -
  632 - 21755
- 5w + X
  695 - 7941
  - 7695/mt

Lyfe is performed solo

Performed solo must become
A my life to end to a modest person performed solo
Come had advised herself
Dr. June  
Med. 8 th 10:45  
" 17 th 9:30

show of war

E. W. Amity  
Cutt & Ern  
Heritage  
( company )

- 1st pear

You can't imagine  
how much I do. I can  
She ad - get her mind  
around.
Atrium Shobe Co.
783-6725
5134 Ballard Ave. NW

CRV # 509
391

22 x 22 x 31
26" hi
16" 2nd shelly
5 3/2" hi

Armature of life

Nominal tension 7" gauge
Van ship's like loaded
shopping carts
like pallets  Clad 33
Home Depot
Cleaner's
Garbage bags supplied
- corrected here
Spy: Voozack/Ree Cold
22°
122 °3
2° 405 305
J. Luthr '94 Chard #5
I block

Dan - 3rd Y Chrony
Steve Metegon
intro @ class

2nd class from main
- NE corner /
mixed b/w 1st & 2nd
Sienna Hall

135° @ 3

CDIV 1/30/94